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How effective the ocean barrier may be is illustrated by the life of
Napoleon. After he had been conquered by the English, Spanish, and
Germans he was sent to the island of Elba as an exile. There, however,
the water that separated him from France was so narrow that he escaped
from exile and returned to lead his armies once more. Then when he
was again conquered at Waterloo in 1815 he was sent to the little island
of Saint Helena, separated even from Africa by a barrier of 1,200 miles of
water, and from France by 5,000. He could not escape, and so spent the
rest of his life there. Like the lighthouse keeper on a rocky island during
a storm, he was held in one small place because he had no means of cross-
ing the ocean barrier.
Water as a Dejense against Enemies. Water barriers are as effective
in keeping people out as in keeping them in. In prehistoric times some
of our ancestors protected themselves by building huts of poles and bark
on piles in the shallow water near the shore of lakes. The same method
is employed at present in New Guinea and other East Indian Islands.
A narrow walk leads from the shore across the water to the huts. Part
of the walk consists of a plank which can be lifted from the village side.
Thus when a community is gathered in its huts with the canoes tied
under them and the plank raised, enemies have hard work to approach
because of the barrier of water.
The British Isles illustrate the way in which the influence of the
geographic environment changes when new inventions are made. Until
the airplane was invented Great Britain was almost like a home on piles
with the plank drawn up. It lay close to the coast of the most progressive
part of Europe and could communicate freely with the rest of the world
when it so desired. Yet it was separated by a narrow body of water which
checked invaders who approached uninvited, and obliged them to come in
ships and first win the mastery of the sea. In primitive times, to be sure,
the twenty miles of water between Dover and Calais made England iso-
lated and backward, but later for many centuries they were of almost
incalculable value. In the later decades of the last century and the first
of the present onfe, when the other great powers of Europe were spending
untold millions in preparing vast armies, England was content with only
a small army, and saved her money either to develop the industries of
peace or to build warships. She knew that because of the water no large
army of invaders could quickly be landed on her coasts, and even if it
were landed, it could not easily be kept supplied with provisions, ammuni-
tion, and reinforcements. So much did she value her island position that,
after a tunnel under the English Channel was actually begun, the project
was abandoned. England did not wish to build an easy entrance to her
front door and thus perhaps give an enemy the opportunity to bring in an

